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2005 BOW LINES

Parker Adds Micro Phoenix

A

Micro Phoenix designed to
give women and youth
shooters all the performance
features of the company’s top-line
models is new for 2005 from Parker
Bow Company. Parker is also introducing an entry-level Buck-Shot for
youth and women with a wide 18 to
28 inch draw length range built into
the twin cams.
Sales Manager Johnny Grace was
covering
the
phones
when
ArrowTrade called to interview him
between Christmas and New Years.
Other managers were back in bow
assembly, helping the production
staff keep up with programmed
orders for 2005 models. They’d gotten a little behind because so many
bows had been ordered for
Christmas sales in the last few weeks
of the years. “Dealers have long
relied on us to get their orders out
the same day they call them in,”
Grace noted. “In fact we shipped a
bunch of bows ordered last Thursday
(December 23) by next day air so
they’d be there on time to go under
the Christmas tree.”
Most manufacturers don’t offer
same day shipping, but then Parker
Compound Bows has its roots in
Nationwide Archery Distributing,
which as an archery distributor was
used to keeping product in inventory and shipping it quickly. As a bow
builder, Grace said Parker tries to
keep all the common sizes assembled and waiting shipment. “If
someone orders a 29 inch, 70 pound
Phoenix 32, we just pull it off the
shelf and ship it. The ones that slow
you down are the orders for the 27
inch, 50 pound, left hand models.
Even there a lot of the subassembly
work has been done ahead of time.
We’ll pull the right riser, the limbs
and cams. We’ll rig the bow and in 15
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minutes it’s tuned and out the
door.”
Nationwide Archery closed
down at the end of 2003. The Super
Carbon Arrows from the same parent company are now fletched in
part of the space the distributorship had occupied, but most of the

The Phoenix 34 is above, in the Outfitter version
with mounted accessories. At left is this year’s
addition to the Phoenix bow series from Parker, a
31-inch Micro Phoenix that is the company’s top
performing youth & women’s bow.
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2005 PARKER COMPOUND BOWS
building outside of Mint Spring,
Virgina is devoted to the growing
bow line. Super Carbon is a big success story in its own right, Grace
said, but the different parts of the
carbon shaft production process
take place outside the plant where
Parker Bows are assembled.
“In simplest terms you could
consider the carbon material as a
fabric that’s produced in one location,” Grace said. “It goes to another
location where the resins are applied
to it. Later it’s wrapped around a
mandrel and receives a heat shrink
cover. As the shaft is heated and
baked, the heat shrink helps form it.
The heat shrink wrap is taken off, the
residual resin is ground off the surface of the shaft, and at that point
you can opt for a shiny finish, a dull
finish or a satin finish. We’ve opted
for a satin finish that we feel is best
for gluing on the fletching.” Grace
said the Super Carbon division uses
the speedy Norway Automatic
Fletchers, so it doesn’t take much
space in the plant to warehouse raw
shafts in three straightness grades,
fletch the bulk of them and ship to
the company’s many arrow customers.
That’s good, because Parker hit
something of a home run in 2004
with the introduction of the Phoenix
bow line. These bows employ risers
that offsets the cam and idler slightly
so the string can run straight in line
with the riser. That aid’s tuning,
Grace said, while the large sight window lets your customer see more of
the big round pin guards that are
common now on hunting sights.
The most costly bows in the
Parker line with their suggested retail
price of $619.95, these Phoenix bows
also introduced a forgiving Synprene
grip. Make a fist, press on the meaty
portion of your palm, and you’ll have
an idea of how resilient the grip is.
“The durometer is very similar to the
durometer of the flesh of your hand.
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It’s one thing to be standing on a
shooting range and very carefully
position your hand on the bow grip
each time you go to draw back. It’s
another thing to reach your bow off a
hook and draw back on a buck. If
your bow grip is hard and you’ve got
more pressure to one side of the
ideal point, it causes the bow to kick
to the side. We call that torque and
we fight it with things like adding a
stabilizer. With the Synpreme grip,
when your grip is off to one side the
bow will recoil away from your hand
and that reduces the affect of the
torque. Plus it’s a tremendous isulator for temperature and vibration.”
Not that there’s much vibration
left to these models by the time the
Parker staff get done installing the
standard equipment. Phoenix models come with Sims String Leeches to
tame any string buzz. They’ve got
Sims LimbSavers installed on the
face of the limbs a few inches from
the eccentrics. And they’ve got
“Vibration Reduction
Modules”
screws onto the face of the riser right
behind the limb bolts. Sims sells
these for attachement to the bolts.
but in designing the Phoenix Grace
said the Parker team felt they looked
better and were just as effective
mounted inside the bow’s profile.
And you can purchase and install
additiona modules at top or bottom
to help with bow balance.
Parker’s sells the Phoenix 32, 34
and 36, and has a Phoenix EX-Draw
model in the 34-inch size that uses
an EZ-Draw cam that’s much
smoother but about 15 fps AMO
slower than the standard Phoenix
single cam. Combined, these four
high end models outsold in units the
Buck Hunter, another new for 2004
model that retailed for just $269.95.

With the strong reception to the
Phoenix series, Grace said it made
sense to add another Phoenix, a
youth and women’s model that could
offer buyers an option to the
Challenger II, which has been updated this year with an in-line riser nad
Syneprene grip. “Years ago when we
came out with the Challenger, we felt
there was a market for as good a

If you’re looking for a single bow that can fit a wide range of
women and youth size and strength requirements, the new
Parker Buck-Shot may be it. Twin cams have a rotating inner
element that spans 18 to 28 inches in draw length, and the
limbs come in peak weights of 30, 40 or 50 pounds.
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youth bow as could be built,” Grace
said. “Although we’ve never placed
an ad for the Challenger, it’s stuck
there among our best selling models
for the past five years. In the last several years, the market’s shown more
interest in bows that have more parallel limbs and more vibration
damping. People are putting more
attention on smoother drawing
characteristis, and most would say
our Phoenix Cam is smoother drawing that our Super Cam. So, obviously if all those attributes work for dad
with the Phoenix, then mom and
junior want one too.”
The Micro Phoenix is a 31 inch
bow with generous 7.5 inch brace
height that weighs just 2.9 pounds.
It’s Mini Phoenix cam uses modules
to change draw length from 23 to 27
inches. The bow is sold in 30-40 and
40-50 weight ranges, and carries a
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail
Price of $409.95. Like every other
Parker model, you can order it solo
or in an “ready to shoot” Outfitter
Package. That adds $100 to the suggested retail price, but includes a

Quck Shot Whisker Biscuit rest,
Montana Black Gold sight, Parker
quiver, graided slight, angled peep
slght, Sims Limbs Savers, Sims String
Leeches and Three Super Carbon
Arrows with points.
As it does with the $339.95 MSRP
Challenger II, the Micro Phoenix
qualifies for the “Grow With Parker”
progam. Customers can return the
bow directly to the factory with a $50
payment, and Parker will install
heavier limbs and change draw
lenght modules if needed. The used
limbs go back to the customer, so
that same bow could be changed
around later to fit a younger brother
or sister.
Grace said one reason more
retailers don’t stock many models to
fit youth and women is those customers come in more sizes than the
typical male hunter. “We know the
average guy has a 29 inch draw
lenght and shoots 60 to 70 pounds.
In youth and ladies, its all across the
baord. You need to be able to get a
long draw length and light weight for
someone who’s lanky and has never

Circle 6 on Response Card

shot a bow. On the other hand, we
sell a lot of 23 inch, 50 pound
Challengers.
The Buck-Shot is a new “fits just
about anyone” youth and women’s
model from Parker that’s priced at
$269.95. The versatility comes mainly from the twin cams that allow you
to rotate the inner modules to get
draw lengths all the way from 18 to
28 inches. It uses a new in-line riser
that lacks weight relief holes but is
trim enough to keep mass weight
down to just 2.7 pounds. Three draw
weight ranges are offered: 10-30, 3040 and 40-50. “The Buck-Shot is the
most versatile youth bow we’ve ever
brought out,” Grace said. “You can’t
believe how many of those we’re
going to sell this year.”
The 2005 Parker line also
includes three adult bows I haven’t
mentioned, the Extreme Ultra-Lite
31, Extreme Hunter Mag and Hunter
Mag. If you need a copy of the company’s catalog or want to set up a
visit from a sales rep, call (540) 3375426.
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2005 BOW LINES

Renegade Has Soft Flame Cam

S

ometimes the toughest thing to sell your customer is
exactly what they should be shooting. That’s one way
to view Renegade’s EZ-1 Solo Wheel. Introduced in
2002 as a single cam version of a modified energy
wheel, Bill Hermann said it never really caught on with
customers. He personally loved to shoot it, because
drawing it was so much easier than shooting a bow of
the same weight equipped with the company’s conventional signle cam. “I’m into smoothness and accuracy, and in all honestly I can shoot 10 pounds more of
bow weight with the EZ-1 Solo Wheel than with our
one cam.”
But either because the nearly round EZ-1 Solo
Wheel didn’t look like a cam, or because customers
didn’t want to admit they needed an easier alternative,
EZ-1 Solo Wheel bow sales never reached a significant
portion of the units being shipped from the plant in
rural Bloomer, Wisconsin.
This year the EZ-1 Solo Wheel is gone, but a new
Soft Flame Cam that has some of the same force draw
curve characteristics has joined the line. Like the
Flamethrower and the Nuge Flamethrower Cams that
were in the line last year, this new Soft Flame Cam has
a flame pattern along the inner edge and it has the
company’s intitials machined into it. Hermann said
he’s sure the older eccentric’s appearance had weighed
against it. “Even though it was a modified wheel in a
cam format, it didn’t look like a cam. Now we have the
Soft Flame Cam with many of the same properties as
the EZ-1 Solo Wheel, yet it looks like a cam.”
Compared to the Flamethrower cam pictured
above it at the right side of this page, the Soft Flame
Cam from Renegade Archery is more rounded. “The
Soft Flame Cam builds weight slower, and has a much
smoother roll over,” Herrmann said. “It feels much
more like the old energy wheel as it breaks over. It
doesn’t have that radical, hard drop into the valley.”
That abrupt change in letoff, which often causes the
shooter to jerk as he completes the draw cycle, is the
number one complaint people have about single cam
bows, Herrmann said. Granted, you can’t get that
smoother feel without giving up some of the area
under the force draw curve, and that lower energy storage does translate into some loss of speed. But

Herrmann and the other owners of Renegade feel speed is
less important to consumers today than the combined
attributes of smoothness and accuracy.

The TX-5 at right is a new mid-length model from Renegade that measures just under 34 inches and is finnished in the RealTree Hardwoods
Gray pattern. The NugeBow to the right of it has shed its Snakeskin
Illusions Gray pattern in favor of this brown finish. Both bows now come
in Flamethrower or Soft Flame Cam versions.
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“I think you’re seeing the speed thing in bow marketing starting to diminish,” Herrmann said. “A lot of the big
names in this industry are trying to get across to people
that smoothness and accuracy is what determines the kill.
If you don’t hit that animal in the right spot, all the speed in
the world is not going to help you. You’ve still got one or
two companies that are pushing it, say High Country and
BowTech, but the trend in the industry overall has been to
get away from pushing speed.”
Entertainer and TV host Ted Nugent has been advising
viewers for years to shoot bows they can comfortably handle, Herrmann said, and he’s a big fan of the company’s
new Soft Flame Cam. This year you’ll be able to order the
Nugebow with either the Nuge Soft Cam or Nuge
Flamethower Cam. Those cams are identical to the styles
used on other Renegade bows, except they carry a camo
dip. This year the 35 1/4 Nudgebow is finished top to bottom in Snake Skin IllussionsBrown, rather than the gray
Illussions pattern used in 2004, and Herrmann said most
dealers who’ve seen the bow like the new color.
Nugent wanted a generous brace height and a bow
that could be shot with either fingers or a release, so the
deflexed riser Nugebow has over 9 inches of brace height.
You can choose 65 or 80 percent letoff. Figuring that the
Nuge Soft Flame models would go to hunters who needed
lower draw weights, Renegade is building those in peak
weight ranges of 40-50 and 50-60. When you specify the
Nuge Flamethrower cam, you’ll choose between 50-60 and
60-70 weight ranges.

Like the Nugebow, the TR-4 is a shade over 35 inches.
But it uses New Mossy Oak Break-Up camo on the limbs
and riser and has a straighter riser to provide 7 5/8 inches
of brace height in the Flamethrower model, 8 1/16th inches in the Soft Flame version. The lower brace height helps
push performace on the former model to a claimed 305 fps
IBO, compared to 285 on the Nugebow. The Wisconsin
firm uses its precision CPT Lazermatch limbs on both
Nugebow and TR-4, but this latter model is available in
four weight ranges that start at 40-50 and top out at 70-80.
The TR-4 was new in 2004, and Herrmann said it became
the company’s top seller.
New for 2005 are the SX-5 and the TX-5, models finished in Realtree Hardwoods Gray that replace the 31 1/2
inchSBD and the 34 inch Tominator II. These bows have
new riser designs that do a better job of reducing the vibration felt by the shooter, Herrmann said. Just 31 1/2 inches
long, the SX-5 weighs 3 pounds and comes in draw weight
ranges of from 25-35 to 60-70, while it spans drawn lengths
of 24 to 30 inches. This compact model comes only with
the Flamethrower cam.
At 33 inches and change, the TX-5 offers both cam
choices in a 3.2 pound package that goes all the way up to
a 70-80 pound draw weight range and 31 inches in draw
length. All bows carry a lifetime warranty to the original
buyer, and Renegade pledges to have them on the way to
your store within 24 hours of placing the order. For more
information on the line, call (715) 568-2730.
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2005 BLADERUNNER ARCHERY

One Bow Fits All For New Firm

M

idway through the ATA
Show in Indianapolis this
past
January,
Carey
Moseley seemed very happy with the
reception to Bladerunner Archery
and it’s new ISO-Force 04 bow.
“This has beena phenomenal
show for us,” the National Sales and
Marketing Director told ArrowTrade.
“There’s abeen a lot of interest both
from American and foreign dealers.
We’ve talked to people from Italy,
Canada, Denmark, France. The fact
that the bow is so short is what gets
their attention.”
Just 26 inches, axle to axle, the
Iso-Force has split limbs that curve
back down toward riser mounted
pylons as the bow is drawn. The
pylons carry both cams and a separate timing wheel.
Mosely admits the bow looks
heavy and complicated until someone picks it up and begins to understand how all those parts work
together to make it easy to tune and
make it stay in tune. David Colley’s
design eliminates the cableguard
and reduces the wheel lean that can
be aggravated by one. This bow puts
the nock travel in the center of the
riser both horizontally and vertically.

Bill Runge draws back Bladerunner Archery’s decidedly different compound bow during
the ATA Show in Indianapolis.

Cams are symetrical and they’re
linked by spools and cables in a way
that any string and cable stretch
won’t affect their timing. As the company’s literature says, “Because the
cams, cabling system and bowstring
system are completely symmetrical,
the limb loads equally ballanced and
the nock path centered, any stretch
or creep affects the Bladerummer
system equally and proportionately.”
The radical
limb mounting
angle means
each turn of
the limb bolt
has a big effect
on peak draw
weight.
The
single model
offered adjusts
from under 40
pounds to over
70 pounds in
peak weight.
You can relax
the
bow
Cams, idlers and spools are rigged with premium Winner’s Choice
enough
to
strings and cablesand are carried on precision ball bearings.
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change strings and cables in the field
without the use of a bow press, and
no press is needed to switch the cam
modules that provide draw lengths
of 26 to 31 inches.
Considering all the eccentrics
that have to spin when the string is
released, performance is impressive.
Bladerunner advertises a AMO rating of 230 fps, and says that’s the 10shot average using a Spot Hogg
Hooter Shooter at the standard 540
grain arrow weight and 60 pound
peak weight with a 30-inch draw.
Mosely said the parent company,
FMC, is a maker of precision metal
housings to store loops of fiber optic
cable. Based in Buford, Georgia, the
new bow line began shipping product on January 18. Gary’s Archery
Sales in Topeka, Kansas, was the first
to receive product, while the second
shipment went to Jorma Karjalainen
of Merrysport Oy in Finland.
You can obtain a brochure and
dealer price list by contacting the
sales office at (334) 260-9610.
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2005 BOW LINES

Alpine Introduces Modular
Riser Construction On 2 Bows

C

an you remember the stir Alpine Archery President Bob Proctor
caused in the archery industry with the 1990 introduction of the
Silverado? The industry’s first mass produced machined riser
bow started a trend that within a very few years had pushed diecast
magnesium risers into the background. Although the economical and
lightweight magnesium risers continued to be used for some entry level
models and youth bows, most hunters and competitive shooters wanted the slimmer, more angular look of machined aluminum. Hoyt USA
was able to use magnesium to mold more affordable versions of its
webbed “Tec” riser designs. However, most manufacturers abandoned
the process of having a vendor create costly dies to cast the molten
metal, and switched to machining risers in house from blocks or profiled slabs of aluminum.
When ArrowTrade got it’s first look at Alpine’s 2005 Tundra Series
bows with their modular risers, we got on the phone to Proctor’s right
hand man, Vince Kite, at the company’s Lewiston, Idaho headquarters.
Our first question was whether bolting these wild risers together was
done mainly to attract attention to the line, or whether dealers were
accepting and buying into a whole new way of fabricating bows. “These
are going to sell,” Kite assured me in late December. “Consumers and
dealers alike are just going wild over this. We’ve already had a pile of
orders come in and we’ve
been sending production out

The split limb Alpine Denali (right) and solid limb Yukon (opposite page) are Alpine’s
first models to incorporate a modular approach to building risers. The riser sections
align on heat treated steel dowel pins and then use multiple socket head cap bolts to
secure them, the threads of which have been coated with a permanent form of Loctite.
The process allowed the company to incorporate additional styling features and build
the riser at a lower cost than if it had worked from a single long billet or extrusion. Both
bows carry the Fast Trac Ball Bearing One Cam, which varies draw length from 26 to 30
inches by rotating an inner module. Peak weights top out at 60 or 70 pounds.
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for the past couple weeks.”
The Tundra Series risers help give the new Yukon and
Denali a look that Kite called “powerful and really Techy.
These bows are sleek, they’re radically innovative. That’s
what’s getting people’s attention initially. Then when they
shoot the bow, they find it shoots so well they fall it love
with it.”
There have been so many well designed, attractive
bows on the market for the past few years, that getting a
customer to consider a new model is a real challenge, Kite
said. “That customer has to see something that will trip
their trigger to want to walk over and pull if off the rack. If
it looks like something they’re already shooting, they won’t

take a closer look at it.”
At Alpine, the company saw a need to begin offering
the long riser, parallel limb look that BowTech and
Mathews have helped make popular. “People out there are
wanting that type of bow,” Kite said. “When we looked at it
in the past, we always found that by the time you do the
longer riser from a billet or even from an extrusion, you
have such a long, expensive piece of material and so much
machine time into forming it that the finished bow is very
expensive. We wanted to achieve the long riser, parallel
limb design, but to keep the cost down, so that was the
main reason we developed a modular riser.”
It’s been common to have limb pockets machined sep-

Circle 188 on Response Card
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2005 ALPINE ARCHERY
arately, but in Proctor’s design for these 34-inch axle to axle
bows in the Tundra series, the riser itself is formed from
sections. The sight window is one piece extending all the
way from just under the top single or double limb pocket
to where it joins the twin grip section that combines camo
and anodized finishes. Below the grip twin plates form a
hollow that Alpine fills with a rubbery Mid-plane vibration
dampener. Micro Web string silencers are also fitted. The
Denali, which has the split limbs typical of other Alpine
models, has Shock Suppressors slid over each set of limbs
and ribbed Bi-Polar Dampeners visible within the VX limb
pocket. Alpine wasn’t able to incorporate those final two
dampening elements in the Yukon, but it felt it was important for the firm to have a solid limb bow option.
“The solid limb on the Yukon is basically a response to
dealer and consumer demand,” Kite said. “We can sit here
at Alpine and say split limbs are great, but there’s still the
mindset a lot of people have against them. Way back when
split limbs first started coming on, a few manufacturers
tried them and didn’t have any luck with them. It wasn’t the
split limb per se that didn’t work, it was the mounting system. Over the years, we’ve perfected the mounting of the
split limbs.”
Limb warranty work is just about non-existent with
the split limbs and the mounting systems Alpine has developed, Kite said, and that limb design also is a little lighter
and faster than the same bow with solid limbs. On the
other hand, what consumers are seeing in magazine ads
from companies like Mathews and BowTech are solid limb
bows, Kite said. They may go into an Alpine dealer and say,
“If split limbs are so great, why aren’t these other companies using them?” Alpine has had strong sales increases
the past five years, Kite said, and wants to keep that trend
going. If it can appeal to another segment of the market by
adding solid limb models, then that is the right thing to do.
Early in the sales year, the split limb Denali was
accounting for about 75 percent of the new model sales,
compared to 25 percent to the otherwise identical solid
limb Tundra. But a bigger surprise was to hear that about
80 percent of those two models combined were going out
with the Match Grade accessory package. The package
includes stabilizer, riser and sight. The sight is a Montana
Black Gold four-pin model custom built to match the riser
contour. The fall-away rest pivots on a ball bearing that’s
pressed into the riser. The MR2 stabilizer will fit any bow,
but has a unique Six Shooter design that lets the shooter
decide how many .357 caliber slugs, at 158 grains each, are
needed in the head to balance the bow in his or her hand.
The stabilizer was in the line last year, Kite said, but
this year it’s been upgraded with a “tactical rubber bra.”
The head of the stabilizer is larger than most and Alpine
heard some comments from people who had clanked it
against their tree stands. The rubber shroud should make
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that a lot less likely while it adds some additional vibration
dampening to the unit.
Kite said today’s bow customers seem to really be
interested in “smooth and quiet,” so the firm decided to
include sound dampening accessories and silencers on
four returning models. They are the 33 1/2 inch VX Stealth,
29 inch Ravage, 35 inch RVX and 35 inch SVX. (The RVX
has a reflexed riser and comes in single or twin cam versions, while the
SVX
riser
is
straight.) Each
bow comes with
the MR2 Stabilizer,
a 5 arrow Soft Loc
Quiver, as well as
dampeners
for
limb, limb pocket,
string and cable
rod. Instead of a
customer buying a
bow and then
adding all sorts of
after-market
silencers, Kite said
Alpine would like
to sell a product
with the dampening built it. That
provides added
value, he said, and
may be more
effective since the
manufacturer can
locate
the
silencers where
they’re going to do
the most good.
“The price of these
models has stayed
the same, but
we’ve added $125
worth of accessories,” he said.
If you haven’t
yet seen Alpine
Archery’s
2005
bow and accessory line, you can
contact the Idaho
The Alpine Ravage is 29 inches axle to
firm for a catalog axle, with a 7.5 inch brace height and peak
by calling (208) weight choices topping out at 50, 60 and
746-4717.
70 pounds. Alpine bows carry the Realtree
Hardwoods Green HD camo finish.
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2005 BOW LINES
Richwood Archery Incorporates
Hybrid Option,Tunerz On CSS Bows

M

aybe it’s the brand name, Custom
Shooting Systems, but when
Chuck Nease set out to give his
dealers a hybrid cam option to sell in 2005,
he didn’t take a conventional approach of
designating new models to carry the
eccentrics. Instead, he designed a hybrid system that would fit on existing models and
utilize some of the same power system components.
Ken Rupert, Jr. pulls back a System 3 CSS bow from
Richwood Archery, powered by the new OS-3 hybrid
cam system. Vice President Chuck Nease (right)
designed the cams and rigging so it’s easy to covert
it from a hybrid cam to a twin cam, and back again.

Circle 156 on Response Card
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RICHWOOD
ICHWOOD ARCHERY
RCHERY-CSS
“Take our Encore for example,” Nease said of the
model featured on ArrowTrade’s March 2004 cover. “Say
you’ve ordered it as a twin cam, the Omni System 2 or
The System 3 riser is
shown with the Omni
System that allows
easy conversion from
twin cam to hybrid
modes.

26

OS- 2 for short. By changing one string and one module,
you now have a hybrid cam system, which we call our
OS- 3. Or by changing to a longer string and replacing the
top cam with our LT Idler, you now
The P-3 Cam is used have a one cam OS-1. Everything
on this version of the uses the same modules and each
Challenger. The idler module provides the same draw
at the top is lathelength in the three different configturned to provide
urations. You’ve got eight distinct
more consistency
draw length modules for that bow
from shot to shot.
that gives you the 8 inch draw
length range.”
The Encore bow uses one of five
risers in the line, but when you consider there are four limb length
options, three grip styles and five
cam choices, the name “Custom
Shooting Systems” is a good fit. It’s
true that thanks to the resources of
the parent company, Richwood
Industries, CSS typically isn’t building a bow one at a time to a customer’s specs. Instead dealers are
ordering multiple bows and keeping stock on hand. But Nease still
likes to know that that retailer, and
his customer, have options on how
to set up a particular model. In fact,
if you order the
System Riser, you
can also set it up as
a recurve!
Some dealers
order all their CSS
bows as one cams,
then switch out rigging themselves as
needed. Others will
bring in a mix of one
and two cam models. Nease said “I
was a twin cam
shooter until 1998. I
won a lot of national
and world titles with
two cams. Then I
switched to the 1
cam, because I
wanted to see why
that was so popular.
Now I’m getting
ready to head to the
Florida ASA shoot
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with a hybrid, which seems to combine some of the
advantages of the one cam and two cam systems.”
The CSS line is a good one to look to if you’re not
finding the longer bows some of your customers want.
The company’s Challenger is available in 35, 37, 39 and
41 inch lengths, and the Contender is 2 inches longer at
each of the four limb lengths. The short bows that were
so popular with hunters for a few years never caught on
in the 3-D ranks, where accuracy and stability are more
important than maneuverability. “I see a large percentage of the shooters in the 3D ranks staying in the 37 to 39
inch axle to axle length,” Nease said. “And a lot of hunters
are coming back that way, for forgiveness and stability.
Normally in a longer axle to axle
bow, you’ll get a little more brace
height and a little more stability on
the string tips. And something that’s
really important to consider is the
string angle. Longer bows typically
have less of an angle in the string, so
they’re more conducive to viewing
through a peep and scope.”
But CSS also has shorter bows
intended primarily for hunting from
blinds
or
treestands.
The
Swampmaster comes in axle to axle
lengths of 30, 32 or 34 inches, with
brace heights of 6 3/4, 7 and 7 3/4
inches, respectively. “And just about
every bow we make shoots 300 fps
IBO,” Nease said. “Some are faster,
even though we don’t put as much

emphasis on speed as we do on quality and accuracy.”
For 2005, CSS is also emphasizing noise and shock
reduction, with its Bow Tunerz and String Tunerz. The
400 grain bow models strap around limbs or through
riser lightening holes or around sight extension bars. The
45 grain string Tunerz not only quiet the bow, Nease said
they improve arrow flight by dampening string oscillations. Tested with a 540 grain arrow, he said the String
Tunerz caused no more than a 2 fps decrease in arrow
speed. When the 25 grain Speed Tunerz are out, he
expects some shooters will note a speed increase.
For information on ordering Tunerz or the CSS line
of bows, contact Richwood Archery at (800) 237-6951.

• Exclusive TwistLockTM Center Serving Technology
renders the center serving exceptionally secure
and durable!
• Proprietary manufacturing process results in
a bowstring that offers maximum performance!
• Like every Zebra® bowstring, the BarracudaTM
features the patented “ZS” Twist® technology
that revolutionized the world of bowstrings
just over a decade ago and has
won more tournament titles
and prize money than any
The Zebra
Barracuda
ZS Twist
other bowstring!
®

TM

No other bowstring
offers all of these
advantages!

A CSS Encore outfitted
with the company’s new
Bow Tunerz and String Tunerz.

One bundle of
counter-clockwise
twisted strands
(the “Z” strands)...

... the other bundle
of clockwise
twisted strands
(the “S” strands)...

... twisted together to form
a single, balanced bowstring!

A division of Mathews, Inc.
919 River Road, P.O. Box 367 • Sparta, Wisconsin 54656 • (608) 269-1235

www.zebrastrings.com
Patented
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2005 BOW LINES

CP Oneida Quiets Eagle Bows

D

epending on how you look at it, C.P. Oneida has
made a very small change in their bow line for
2005, or a very significant one.
There are no new models, but every bow coming from
the Marion, Michigan manufacturing plant is being
shipped with a sound dampening system. The ESC Black
Eagle was the subject of a very complimentary bow report
in ArrowTrade this past July, but Jon E. Silks couldn’t overlook the noise factor. While the draw cycle was about the
smoothest he’d ever experienced and speed was a very
respectable 232 AMO, Silks said the manufacturer should
address hand shock and noise.
Claude Pollington and his crew took those comments
and comments from other bow reviewers and customers
to heart. Using high speed photography of the Black Eagle
being shot, they determined the twin stainless steel power
cables were going slack at the shot and creating a thumping sound. They were able to eliminate that wasted
motion, and drastically reduce bow noise, by installing a
pair of rubbery cable bands. The bands loop over the
cables with a simple half clove hitch, then are stretched
and hooked over button head screws installed near the
quiver mounting holes.
The noise dampening system is easy to install and
Oneida dealers can order the inexpensive upgrade for any
of the company’s older Quad Cam models.
The 2005 line includes the ESC Black Eagle, Osprey,
Talon, Pro Eagle and Hawk. All offer a wide 20-pound
adjustment range and the smooth draw cycle that’s creat-

Here’s a close-up of the new dampening system installed on a
Zebra finished bow. Red White & Blue, Black and Realtree HD
Hardwood Green finishes are also available. At right, Matt
Pollington with one of the package bows that include Red Dot
Sight and Pollington mount, Bodoodle Bullet rest, embroidered
case, quiver and a Pollington release.
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ed through the combination of inboard power limbs and
the leverage of the non-working recurve outboard limbs.
The top of the line ESC Black Eagle combines a machined
aluminum riser with the ESC (Engineered Structural
Composite) limbs that are precision molded and precisely
matched. The Osprey & Talon combine the same premium
(and waterproof) outboard limb with less costly cast risers.
A favorite of bowfishing enthusiasts, the Osprey can be
ordered with stainless steel hardware. Rounding out the
line are the competition ready Pro Eagle, and the downsized Hawk. Reach C.P. Oneida at (231) 743-2427.
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2005 BOW LINES
Korean Connection Helps Greatree
Bring Down Cost Of Youth Recurves

I

f you follow Olympic style archery, you probably letter of explanation and a promise that it would find a
know that South Koreans have long been very suc- new source for the entry level product. In fact,
cessful in world competition. From the mid-1980s Thompson said, Greatree made a substantial investment
their archers have been the dominant force in Olympic team competition. Since 1988, the South Korean
men’s and women’s teams have each
won four out of five of the available
Gold Medals. And in each of the last
five Summer Olympics, there was a
South Korean woman at the podium
to take the individual Gold Medal in
archery.
It’s no surprise then, to learn that
recurve archery is a popular sport in
South Korea and that the country has
a healthy base of recurve bow and
accessory manufacturing companies. That’s what Greatree Archery
tapped into when the Manchester,
Connecticut firm was established to
import and distribute recreational
archery equipment in the United
States.
President Jim Park had been the
vice president at Samick, the Korean
archery manufacturer. Greatree Vice
President Skip Thompson got extensive experience importing and distributing archery equipment when
he worked with Eric Hall at AIM.
Along with their colleague, Brian
Koh, Park and Thompson figured
with all the interest the U.S. archery
industry had in attracting young
shooters, there should be strong sales
especially for quality recurves.
The young company had a bit of
a rough start, Thompson told Jim Park (left), Skip Thompson (center) and Brian Koh hold three of the GT Bows they’re
ArrowTrade, when one of it’s main having built in Korea so they can take advantage of that’s company’s skilled bowyers and
suppliers, Internature, shipped less lower labor costs. Laminated ash and maple are used to form the lightweight wood risers.
The featherlight GT 48 Thompson holds is 48 inches long and comes in draw weights as
than 10 percent of an initial 4,000
light as 14 pounds, though a small child may draw under 10 at their shorter draw length.
bow order. Greatree took the unusual Thompson said advertising in ArrowTrade had helped make the 2005 ATA Show a much
step of reprinting it’s 2004 catalog better investment than the 2004 one.“Last year people would walk by the booth and it
without the bows Internature was to seemed like we couldn’t get their interest. This year they came directly to us as a result of
supply, and resent it to dealers with a seeing that ad.”
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Colette Turner of Trophy Taker couldn’t wait
for retailers to start stocking the Soma
Sports youth set. She bought the company’s
two samples as the ATA Show was ending in
Indianapolis, for her own children. The five
fletchless arrows in the set load and shoot
through a hole in the tiny recurve and stick
to the smooth metal surface of the 14 inch
target face. Instead of conventional suction
tips they use a combination of suction and
powerful magnets so they won’t pop off the
target no matter how long it takes the
youngster to retrieve them. Skip Thompson
is holding the 9 inch dart target face that
comes with the set along with 5 blunt-tipped
magnetic darts.
Having shot a few rounds himself,
ArrowTrade’s editor feels the coolest part of
the set is the hip quiver. It holds not only the
arrows, but has a magnetic strip so you can
carry the darts there as well for five quick
back-up throws. Dealer cost of this new set
runs around $20, and Thompson said almost
every retailer who wrote an order was
including some of the Soma sets on it.
Greatree also offers three different “dart
only” sets.

in the Korean factory that produces the K&K target bows
and accessories, so that firm could also guarantee
prompt delivery of an entry-level GT Series designed and
built for Greatree. The GT 48, GT 54,
GT 62 and GT 66 have wood risers
laminated from contrasting layers
of maple and ash that have been
sized for each particular bow length
and are available in both right and
left hand. The wood and fiberglass
laminated limbs on these bows are
available in draw weights from 14 to
36 pounds. The bows come with
string and arrowrest, and the risers
have bushings for installing a sight,
stabilizer, and cushion plunger.
Unlike the youth compounds
that are now on the market that
retail for two, three or four times as
much, GT bows from Greatree can
be retailed for $100 or less. That can
make a huge difference to a family
that walks into an archery retailer to
check into the sport their youngster
may have been exposed to through
school or scouts.
It would be wrong to paint
Greatree as simply a supplier of
entry level archery equipment. Last
March at the Kinsey’s Archery
Dealer show in Pennsylvania, Park
had shown me the forged aluminum
risers and the different grades of
limbs you can pair them with in the

Win & Win line that Greatree also distributes. They’d sectioned one of the WinEX limbs so people could see the
combination of carbon fiber and honeycombed foam
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2005 GREATREE
REATREE ARCHERY
RCHERY
that makes it so light and fast. You can spend over $900,
dealer cost, to pair those limbs with a wild-looking Xpert
riser that combines forged aluminum with foam and carbon fiber. At the other end of the line of choices is a
forged Winstar riser that goes to dealers for around $110,
and the conventional fiberglass and wood Challenger
Craft limbs at about $100 dealer cost.
If you’ve got a youngster who seems serious about
competing but isn’t ready to move up to the mix-andmatch Win & Win risers and limbs, point them toward an
Evolution II. Thompson calls it “the best entry-level
competition bow on the market today.” The riser is
diecast of aluminum, not forged, so you can retail the
entire bow for around $200. Yet the riser has universal
limb pockets that allow you to vary the weight and
achieve perfect tiller on the wood and fiberglass limbs
built with Gordon’s Bo-Tuff. You can choose from among
several riser color choices, and from bow lengths of 64,
66 or 68 inches. Limbs come in draw weights of 16 to 36

pounds, in 2 pound increments.
The new Surprise bow from KAP offers a high-tech
option in inexpensive recurves. It’s built around a plastic
riser and instead of wood laminations, foam is used to
form the core between the fiberglass in the limbs. The
mass weight is the same as in the Evolution II, and like
that aluminum risered model you can stock it with limbs
to form a 64, 66, or 68 inch bow. KAP molds the black
riser in right or left hand. The
black limbs come in weights of
16, 20, 24, 28 and 32 pounds.
Your customer can’t upgrade
the Surprise with more costly
limbs, like they can with the
Evolution II, but the Surprise
can be purchase for about half
the cost.
This issue is focusing on
bow lines, but it should be
noted that Greatree’s catalog
has all the entry level and
intermediate accessories you
may need to outfit young
archers. That includes four
choices in target sights, single
and multi-rod carbon stabilizers, seven choices in arrow
rests, plus scopes, stands,
quivers, armguards, tabs and
chest guards. If you don’t have
another source of good youth
arrows, Greatree’s composite
Camp Arrows are available as
shafts or fully fletched.
Reach Greatree Archery at
(860) 643-7344.
Greatree is helping Win & Win reach more
American dealers with its precision archery
equipment. Left in the photo at left,
Greatree’s Jim Park is shown with KyonRae Park and Freddie Won of Win & Win. At
right is the wild carbon, foam & metal
Xpert riser. Below, cross woven carbon
fibers combine with honeycombed foam
cores to make these WinEX limbs 5 to 7 fps
faster, W&W says, than competing limbs.
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2005 BOW LINES
Wheeler Claims Less Torque, Noise

M

ark Wheeler had worked on a lot of compound
bows in his Farwell, Michigan pro shop
between 1990 and 1999, when he launched his
own bow brand to try and address what he felt were
common shortcomings of existing
models.
Wheeler bows are twin cams that
have a below center grip position so
the arrow pass can be vertically centered on the riser. Limbs are mounted with a Vibra-Sorb pocket that
combines multiple sound and vibration dampening elements. The limb
pivots over a full width anti-vibration rocker. The end of the limb is
threaded into an anti-vibration
bushing that’s visible through the
side of the riser. The limb has both a
pad beneath it and a soft cup surrounding it that fits tightly within the
machined aluminum pocket. All
these steps help stop vibration
before it reaches the riser.
The 2005 M-2 Cam Mark

Wheeler designed uses an island between the strings and
cables. The guard doesn’t have to push the cables over so
far to provide fletching clearance, so there’s less torque
on the cams. Reach Wheeler at (877) 773-8739.

Mark Wheeler shows off the 2005 M-2
Cam that uses an island between the
string and cable tracks to reduce the
cable angle on the cams.
Circle 196 on Response Card
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address quickly in a bow press.
BowTech’s fastest new Equalizer model is the 33 3/4
inch Allegiance VFT. Tested at the longest 30 inch draw, and
carrying the string, cable guard and limb silencers that
comprise the “Hush Kit,” it produced an IBO speed range
of 322 to 328 fps. The 37 1/2 inch Old Glory offers a speed
range of 315 to 323 fps, and at 7 1/4, provides another 1/4
inch in brace height. The Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail
on both models is $749.
The 40 1/4 inch Constitution now provides the longest
axle to axle measurement in the company’s line. That and
an 8 1/4 inch brace height contribute to a more moderate
speed rating of 300 to 308 fps. The extremely long riser contributes to the 4 pound, 6 ounce weight and the higher
MSRP of $799. The lightest and shortest of the new models
to carry the Equalizer Binary Cam System is the Defender
VFT. The axles at the ends of its swept back limbs are 31
3/8 inches apart when the bow is at its 7 1/2 inch brace
height. With Hush Kit installed the bow weighs 3 pounds,
13 ounces, and BowTech says it shoots between 305 and
313 fps.
Jim Velazquez, who handles media relations for
BowTech, said the Liberty VFT was the top seller in the
company’s 2004 lines. So it’s fitting that model is the first
you’ll see in BowTech’s 2005 catalog. The Liberty uses the
Freedom Single Cam you can equip with modules to cover
25 1/2 to 30 1/2 inches in draw length. The Vertical Force
Design puts the axles 33 1/4 inches apart and sets the brace

height at 7 1/2
inches. This is a
bow that emphasizes the “silky” feel
of the cam and the
“butter smoothness” of the shot.
That’s more important to Liberty VFT
buyers than the
bows IBO speed of
296-304 fps.
You’ll find six
other single cam
bows in the line for
2005, along with
one true twin cam,
the very speedy
Blackknight. Reach
BowTech out in
Oregon by calling
(541) 284-4711.
Jim Velazquez
holds one of the new
Equalizer Binary
Cam models in the
busy BowTech booth.

New from Flex-Fletch
The “Swift”

The FLP-300

FLEX-FLETCH VANES
•
•
•
•
•

Sleek,

Consistent and Precise
Low Proﬁle, Narrow Base
15 Sizes, 17 Colors
The Most Durable
300+ fps Stability

Lower Proﬁle,
Lighter Weight

1840 Chandler Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55113 USA
or call: 1-800-626-3844

Now accepting VISA
and MasterCard

V isi t us o nlin e a t w w w. f l e x f l e t ch. co m
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2005 BOW LINES

Hoyt Widens Hybrid Applications

H

oyt is building on the success of its Cam & 1/2
Performance system with two new approaches .
One will help the Salt Lake City, Utah firm to
better serve the youth market. The other will help it hang
onto customers, including those up there in years, who
demand an easier draw cycle.
The Wheel & 1/2 offers Cam & 1/2 technology for finger shooters and archers preferring an ultra soft wheel.
In fact, Hoyt claims this wheel is smoother in draw than
the dual wheel bows it used to produce. The new
eccentrics have stainless steel ball bearings. There is also
an adjustable draw stop for shooters who prefer to pull
against a rock solid wall. As shown at lower right, the
force draw curve starts out gradually to produce a
smooth initial pull and has a gradual descent in the back
end of the wheel with a larger valley for those who prefer
a more spongy feel at full draw.
You can order the Wheel & 1/2 as one of the eccentric
choices on four 2005 models. Paired with the XT 3000
limbs, the UltraTec riser produces a bow that’s 40 1/2
inches, axle to axle, and will fit archers out to 33 inches in
draw length. The ProTech risers allows you to use the
same 15 1/2 inch limb to build a
“hybrid wheel” bow that’s 41 1/2
Hoyt dealers are getting used to two new
cam systems. Joining the popular Cam &
1/2 (at bottom) and the speed-orientated
Spiral Cam & 1/2 (below) is the easy-drawing Wheel & 1/2 (right) and the widely
adjustable Versa Cam & 1/2 (far right). A
sample draw force curve (right) can help
your customers appreciate the choices.
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inches, or you can opt for the recurve XT 4000 limbs and
get a 45 1/2 axle to axle. The Wheel & 1/2 UltraElite bow
measure 41 1/2 or 46, depending on the limb choice, as
does the ProElite.
It’s the area under force draw curves that represents
energy storage potential, so naturally these Wheel 1/2
bows are considerably slower than the Cam 1/2. For
instance, Hoyt rates the UltraElite at 310 fps IBO with its
most popular cam system, 320 with the aggressive Spiral
Cam & 1/2, and just 272 IBO with the Wheel & 1/2. If
you’ve got a customer who loves the feel of the Wheel &
1/2 but is having trouble accepting the speed difference,
try having him pull a Wheel & 1/2 model set a few
pounds heavier than a Cam & 1/2 on the same bow
model. If he can compare the two, he may find the moderate force draw curve lets him comfortably handle the
higher weight and that will erase part of the performance
difference.
For 2004, Hoyt had a single bow that could drop
down to the 20 pound weight range. The 2004 Banshee
offered a peak weight range choice of 25 or 45 pounds,
and used a small wheel with an internal module that
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adjusted from 16 to 23 inches in draw length.
Performance was a modest 235 fps IBO when tested at a
24 inch draw at a 45 pound weight setting.
This year’s Banshee is a far better bow, thanks to the
Versa Cam 1/2. Its modules rotate to provide 8 inches of
draw length adjustment. Though not equipped with ball
bearings like the company’s other eccentrics, they still
have the size and profile to store much more energy than
last year’s wheel. Hoyt rates the 2005 version of the
Banshee at 255 fps IBO, tested at 40 pounds and 26 inches in draw.
On these two youth models, bow weight is going to
vary as you adjust draw length. That generally works out
to the customer’s advantage. You can sell someone a “40
pound” peak weight Banshee when they’re pulling 18
inches, and its true peak weight at that setting will be 32
pounds. By the time they’ve got a 26 inch draw, they’ve
got a peak weight of 43 pounds.
Hoyt used this new

The Versa
Cam & 1/2 lets
the Rintec fit young
archers from 18 to
26 inches in draw.

The 6 inch
brace height
and the low letoff Spiral Cam & 1/2
help produce an
IBO rating of 330 fps
for the new Turbotec.

VersaCam to build a Tec riser youth bow, complete with
3/4 Split Limb Technology and the ribbed Alpha Shox
silencers it developed with Sims Vibration Labs. The 33
1/4 inch long Rintec sizzles an IBO weight arrow at 270
fps using 26 inches of draw and 50 pounds. It comes in
four peak weight ranges of 20 through 50 pounds, and
fits 18 to 26 inches in draw length. You can get it in the
same Realtree Hardwoods Green as the adult models, or
in 11 target finishes. Like all Hoyt
compound bows, the Rintec comes
with a lifetime warranty against
defects in materials or workmanship, for risers, limbs, limb pockets
and eccentrics.
Reach Hoyt at (801) 363-2990.

You won’t
have to be
shooting with
fingers to enjoy
the easy-drawing
characteristics of
the Wheel & 1/2. It’s
shown here on the ProTec,
available in lengths to 47
inches with XT 4000 limb.

Hoyt is in the
traditional
hunting bow
market with a
Gamemaster
that comes as
shown or fully
dipped in the
Hardwoods
Green finish.
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2005 BOW LINES
Forge Develops New Synergy Cam

F

orge has developed a big new Synergy cam for 2005
that it is pairing with a dramatically oversized top
idler wheel on the new Raptor and Ambusher models. To make the connection with the Edge cam that preceded it, the Synergy cam incorporates the broadax
design. The holes along the “blade” are repeated in the
three spokes of the top idler, which measures a little over
4 1/2 inches in diameter. “It’s gigantic,” President Steve
Pagel told ArrowTrade after the ATA Show. “I thought I was
going to have the biggest idler in the industry, but I think
Browning might have a larger one.”
Pagel designed the new cam to address a common
concern about single cam bows, the dramatic drop into
the valley that causes some shooters to hitch or jerk as the
bow breaks over. Conversely, that portion of the force
draw curve can feel like it’s going to jerk the string away if
a person allows the string to creep forward.
Bow designers aren’t out to annoy customers. The
rapid drop-off allows models to combine high energy
storage with a high letoff, two things hunters have long
desired. When you round the back end of the slope to
increase comfort, you have to give up some arrow speed.
On the Raptor, the new power system has Forge listing a
IBO speed of 295 fps. “Our Synergy cam is easy to pull,”
Pagel said. “It’s a blend of our competition Edge cam and
our smooth pulling EZ Pull Cam. But it actually surpasses
the smoothness because of the size of the eccentrics.”
Forge’s new Raptor is a 34 inch bow with a reflexed
riser cut from a block of aluminum. Despite the large
amount of reflex in the handle, the laid back limb angle
provides a 7 3/4 inch brace height. Pagel has learned a lot
about how to produce wide peak weight ranges in the last
few years. He sends the Raptor out to dealers set at 60
pounds, but they can crank the limb bolts down to produce 70 pounds, or loosen them all the way to provide a 40
pound peak weight. Limb adjustment bolts on all Forge
models thread through steel crossbolts, and since the
pockets pivot there’s no unusual look at any of the settings. A back-balancer stabilizer comes with the bow.
Since the draw length adjustments from 27 to 31 inches are accomplished through module changes, and since
the peak weight range adjusts from 40 to 70 pounds,
there’s only one SKU for the Raptor. That unusual feature
didn’t seem to bother dealers at the ATA Show, where it
was the clear favorite in their ordering.
While the 34 inch Raptor can be considered a midlength bow in today’s market, the 31 inch Ambusher
which shares the Synergy Cam is at the compact end. Like
the Raptor it has the swept back look popular today. Brace
height is 7 1/2 inches and mass weigh is 3.6 pounds. This
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model also spans 40 to 70 pounds in peak weight with one
SKU, while the different cam modules allow you to fit
draw lengths of 25 3/4 to 30 inches. Because the riser on
the Ambusher is shorter than the Raptor and because
starting with an extrusion reduces time on the CNC
machine, the Ambusher can be priced at $100 less.
While they can’t match the smooth draw of the new
294 fps Ambusher, Forge continues to build two short
hunting bows that are faster. The 32 inch Duster and the
CW 33 are rated at 305 and 303 fps, respectively, when you
choose the Edge cam. Likewise the PF34 and PF36 models
with Edge cam are said to hit 309 and 303 fps, respectively, when they’re tested at a 30 inch draw with the IBO minimum 5 grain per pound of arrow weight. The longest
bows in the line from this Wisconsin bow builder are the
38 inch F2 and 40 inch F2XL.
Forge was building
Lightning Strike and Fire
Storm youth models that
had evolved into bows that
offered wide draw length
ranges, the LS1050 and
FS2060. By adopting a
more parallel limb angle
Pagel was able to merge
those two choices into one,
the LS1050. As the name
implies the new youth bow
spans 10 to 50 pounds and
the modules available for
its Dual Hatchet cams
should let you fit youngsters from 21 1/2 to 26 1/2
in draw length.
All new bows share the
Autumn Leaves film dip
camo that’s used throughout the line. The finish on
Forge bows has been
improved this year with a
tougher clear topcoat that
is said to resist even harsh
solvents like acetone.
You can reach Forge at
(414) 732-7400.

The new Raptor with Synergy cam & idler.
Note the long limb bolts which help provide
the wide weight adjustment range.
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New Browning Breaks With Tradition

B

rowning has three new bows including a dramatic
Illusion dealers saw for the first time in Indy. The
new Browning Oasis and Mirage 1.5 both use the 1.5
Hybrid Cam Technology that combine level nock travel
with four inches of built in draw length adjustment. The
clever design has you loosen one set screw, remove another, then rotate elements in the top and bottom cams, to
produce the desired 1/2 inch draw length setting.
“Browning had a lot of 33 inch bows in its line,”
Engineering Manager David Kronengold told ArrowTrade
at the ATA Show. “It’s as if we’d decided the 33 inch axle to
axle bow with a 7 inch brace height was the ideal specification.” To offer a 37 inch bow in the Oasis, they started with
a longer aluminum profile and cut a whole lot of metal
away from the center. Where others bows have lightening
holes, the Oasis has mostly “hole” and very little metal connecting the face and back of the riser. After a lot of research
into the pultruded glass limbs being used in the Browning
line, the optimum length, limb mounting angle and limb
profile were developed. “This bow has good performance
and feel, and it gives that potential Browning customer,
especially the finger shooters and target shooters, an
option in a longer axle to axle bow.
Browning uses the same hybrid cam on the latest generation of the Mirage, the
Mirage 1.5. This is a 32
1/2 inch bow that has a
moderate 7 1/2 inch
brace height. Like the
Oasis, it uses Radial-Lok
pockets that show the
Impacstop
vibration
reducing insert that helps
stop vibrations from
being transmitted from
limb to riser. This bow’s
shorter length helps give
it a slight edge in speed
over the Oasis, 312 fps
IBO to 308 for that 37
inch model.
The
Oasis
and
Mirage 1.5 are good
bows, Kronengold said,
extensions of the type
Browning was known for.
With the Illusion, he and
his design team were able
to start with a blank slate.
They came up with a
huge Trance Cam that
matches up with a massive 4 1/2 inch idler, both
outfitted with string supBrowning
pressors. “This is a very
Illusion

large scale single cam that looks incredibly good and
incredibly different. This was our first venture since
Browning Archery was acquired to start over, not work with
existing components. Now, we do use the Impacstop in the
limb pocket, but everything else on the Illusion is new.”
The new riser combines a straight section in the center
with a top that curves forward and a bottom that slants forward, kicking the limb pockets well in front of the grip section. Revamped Radial Lok limb pockets hold a new 12 1/2
inch limb mounted at the most parallel setting of any bow
in the company’s history. Despite the short limb length and
significant deflex to the riser, the big eccentrics help provide a moderate brace height of 7 1/4 inches. There are so
many variables in how bows set up for chronograph testing
that Kronengold preferred to provide a range, rather than a
specific rating, of very respectable 304 to 312 fps.
“This is Browning’s reentry into the high-end market,”
the engineering manager said as he pointed out the multiple sight mounting holes, the stainless steel bushings, and
a centerline indicator that had been formed into the arrowpass. “We’ve spared no expense, and we’ve tried to miss no
details.” You can see the Illusion on the browningarchery.com web site, or contact the Tucson, Arizona headquarters at (520) 838-2000.

New NFAA Archery Classic
Target Face
Waterproof Outdoor
FITA Targets
NFAA & IFAA Approved
Animal Targets

Circle 38 on Response Card
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Martin Enjoying Strong Sales

M

artin Archery is enjoying something of a renaissance. Established more than half a century ago
by Gail and Eva Martin, the bow and accessory
firm has been using stylish bow designs, a sexy print ad
campaign, lots of TV exposure and a reinvigorated sales
force to achieve the kind of growth you’d expect of a much
younger firm. “Things are going very well,” vice president
and chief designer Terry Martin told ArrowTrade in
February. “Last year we had a 15 percent or better sales
increase. The first two months of this model year our sales
were running at double what we did a year previous. I don’t
expect that kind of growth to continue through 2005, but
we will probably end the year with a 15 to 20 percent
increase. That’s pretty good for a company that has been
around for more than 50 years.”
Martin Archery used to wait for the Archery Trade
Show to have a meeting with its national sales force. After
making some changes in the line-up of reps, this past
October it brought them into the plant so they could see
and shoot the new models for ‘05, and hit the ground running. By November, bows like the ShadowCat, Saber and
Tigress LT were on their way to dealers.
Martin Archery holds the patent on in-the-riser vibration dampeners, and fit no less than seven Vibration
Escape Modules into the new Pro Series Shadowcat. Two
large ones are carried behind riser at the limb pocket level,
as on most other models. The other five snap into the lightening holes machined within the body of the riser. A soft
rubber grip comes on the bow, a second in the box. Your
customer can decide whether they shoot better with a 17
or 23 degree wrist angle.
Today’s hunter is often looking for a bow that shoots
quiet and shock free, and where others manufacturers are
adding shock dampening accessories to limbs and string
and cable guards, Martin Archery is free to design shock
dampening features within the profile of the riser. (It also
licensed several other companies to do so.) That contrast
between shining metal and studded rubber produces a
particularly striking visual effect on the target models with
their gleaming anodized finishes.
The 32 1/2 ShadowCat Hunter SE with the short, swept
back limbs, is so far more popular than the 35 1/2 inch
Magnum version even though the latter is some 15 fps
faster. That’s because the ShadowCat Magnum is powered
by twin Nitrous Cams, while the SE offers a choice of single
Dyna-Cam or the Tru-Arc+ that is a refinement of last year’s
hybrid system.
The 2004 line included a new SlayR and RazorX, with
the latter proving much more popular. The SlayR’s radical-
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ly reflexed riser contributed to a mass weight over 5
pounds, and the 325 fps speed rating came at the price of a
6 3/4 inch brace height.
While the RazorX used by Tom Nelson on The
American Archer has just as many styling details in its
machined riser, that bow is 3/4 pound lighter than the
SlayR and has a very generous brace height of 8 1/2 or 8 7/8
inches. Brace height varies with your choice of three limb
styles that can build you bow lengths of 36 3/4, 42 1/2 or 45
3/4. All three cam choices are available with the RazorX
riser, and if that model follows the company averages, half
will go out with the Dyna-Cam, 20 percent will carry the
hybrid Tru-Arc+, and 30 percent will have the twin Nitrous
Cams that can be rigged
conventionally or with a
crossover rigging (Nitrous
X) that eliminates cam
torque and the need for a
cable guard.
Savvy target shooters
may understand how
eliminating the side pressure on cams can produce more shot to shot
consistency. All the company’s tournament staff
shooters have chosen
Nitrous cams, Martin
said, and many shoot the
Nitrous X version. But
most consumers are not
used to seeing their arrow
go between the crossing
cables, and Martin said
they can seem a little
unsure of how that’s going
to work until they take a
few shots on the dealer’s
range.
This year Martin
Archery has introduced a
Saber that has a similar
profile to the RazorX and
shares that accuracy
enhancing, 8 3/4 inch
brace height. It’s 6 ounces
lighter than the RazorX,
yet has no riser cutouts.
That’s a tipoff to the fact Pro Series Saber
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this riser is being diecast from magnesium, not machined
from aluminum as is commonly done today. Even with the
$100,000 price tag to build the mold, Martin Pro Series
dealers are ordering so many of these 32 3/4 inch, highly
accurate hunting bows that the vice president is sure it has
been a good investment.
The Gold Series from Martin is available through all
channels, including to retailers that have catalog and internet divisions. In units, the Gold Series tops the Pro Series in
sales, so Martin can’t afford to let the designs there go stale.
The wild-looking Cougar III moved over from Pro Series to
Gold Series for 2005, complete with five limb and cam
combinations. The Pro Series has its new Saber, but the
Gold Series has it’s own value-priced bow, the popular
Jaguar. That diecast riser model should attract new interest
this year due to the accessory package it’s available with.
The team of designers Terry Martin leads were busy
this year, with a new Tigress LT, Quest, Orion and Mercury
entering the Gold Series line.
The Tigress LT is a lightweight, compact new bow
designed for women. It weighs an ounce under 3 pounds,
is 32 inches axle to axle, and the deflexed riser provides a
forgiving 8 inch brace height. The peak weight tops out at
40 or 50 pounds, and the draw range is 25-30 inches for the
Dyna-Cam, 24-30 if you order the hybrid Tru-Arc+. Martin
hunting bows come camo-dipped in New Mossy Oak
Break-Up, or you can get a Cherry Red or Purple riser to go
with carbon-finished limbs.
The Orion is a man-sized compact hunting bow, with
a strong riser that handles peak weights up to 70 pounds.
Just 32 3/4 inches long, the bow has a 7 1/2 brace height
and weighs 3 pounds, 9 ounces. Look for speeds in the
range of 300 fps with the single Dyna-Cam, 295 fps if you
order it with the Tru-Arc+.
Quest is the name chosen for a new long riser, parallel
limb bow in the Gold Series that is 34 inches, axle to axle.
Instead of a profiled slab Martin starts with a solid block of
tough 6061-T6 aluminum, so despite the long riser bow
weight is just 3 pounds, 6 ounces. Martin is using a couple
small lightening holes at the lower end of the riser above
one of two Vibration Escape Modules. But most of the
weight reduction is accomplished by varying the side to
side thickness. The sculptured lines tracing the different
levels look organic, as if they’d been carved by flowing
water and not formed by the spinning cutters of a CNC
machine. It’s a strikingly different look than BowTech or
Mathews has pursued in their long-riser models, and if
your customers prefer it they’ll be happy to see it carries a
lower price tag as well.
Mercury is Martin’s new performance-orientated
youth bow. The 32 1/2 inch bow weighs 3 pounds, 2
ounces, complete with the V.E.M. modules at top and bottom. It uses laminated Magnum limbs like the company’s
bigger bows, but has its own twin Mini-Z cams to give it
good speed at these short draw lengths of 18 to 24 inches.
Peak weights adjust down from 40, 50 or 60 pounds.
Because of Terry Martin’s experience in other internet
related businesses, the company has been in the forefront
of promoting its product through that medium. Martin

dealers can now access the company’s inventory of finished bows on line. Before promising someone they’ll be
able to get a particular model in two days they can find out
how many Martin has on the shelf.
Martin Archery has also introduced a new program
that affects only Gold Series bows. When a customer contacts the company to purchase on-line, Martin puts the
alert out to area dealers so they’ll have first chance to satisfy the sale. If no Martin dealer responds, day two opens the
sale to a wider network of Martin dealers. By day three of
the pending order, any Martin dealer in the country can
contact the customer and close the sale. Only on day four
will the company take the step to fill the order itself, at the
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. The ability to fill
these orders has given some Martin dealers a real shot in
the arm, the vice president said. But it’s also encouraged
dealers to keep more Martin models in stock, and that’s
good for the company and for any Martin fan that walks
through the door.
If you’d like a Martin catalog or want to inquire about
becoming a Martin dealer, call (509) 529-2554.

Martin Tigress

Martin Quest
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Darton Adds More Youth Models

W

e’ve really jumped into the youth market with
both barrels,” Darton President Rex Darlington
said about the four new youth models in the
2005 line. Let’s start with the Ranger 1, which Darton builds
with a 15-30 pound peak weight range so the price doesn’t
have to include 11 percent FET tax. This bow has a modest,
35 percent letoff and without adjustment its unique cam
provides a useable draw length range of 17 to 25 inches.
Darton starts with a cast riser and then machines it to the
final shape, another way to keep cost down.
The Ranger II is also 32 inches long and weighs the
same light 2.9 pounds, but it is rigged to provide the 15 to
40 pound peak weight range that may see a young person
all the way through to their first hunting trips. Again, it uses
eccentrics Darlington designed to fit 17 to 27 inches of
draw length without the need for modules or any adjustments. Like the Ranger 1, you can buy this single cam bow
alone or with quiver, sight, rest and three arrows.
Ranger III uses the same cast machined riser as the
other two Ranger models, but it has a peak weight range of
20 to 45 pounds and uses 75 percent letoff modules that
are draw length specific. This single cam bow fits archers
from 22 to 28 inches in draw length and includes a positive
draw stop so you can fine tune draw length and letoff.
The Rebel is a new higher end youth bow from the
Hale, Michigan manufacturer. It is built on a fully
machined aluminum riser and the pultruded fiberglass
limbs carry a Short Draw C/P/S Hybrid System. The
weight range is 25 to 35 pounds. The one adjustable module spans 21 1/2 to 26 inches of draw length. This bow is 32
5/8 inches long and the slim aluminum riser helps keep
weight to just 2.9 pounds.

Sales Manager Ron Pittsley filled us in on a new adult
model from Darton, the Tempest Extreme. The 36 inch
bow uses a long riser and short, swept back limbs. You can
get it in 50, 60 or 70 pound peak weights. Sims LimbSavers
come standard, and the C/P/S Extreme hybrid system
helps boost speed to a quick 313 fps IBO. It and most other
adult models are using a new limb bolt locking system that
makes weight adjustments easier and that keeps those settings secure until you loosen a
set screw in the side of the
polymer housing the limb bolt
head nests in.
Reach Darton Archery at
(989) 728-4231.

The Ranger II
with accessory
package
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New, Smaller Genesis On The Way

T

here’s a little brother to the Genesis bow about to
be born soon. Kevin Stay heads Brennan Industries
in Sparta, Wisconsin where the Genesis and
Genesis Pro Models are built, and had a prototype of the
Genesis Mini on display at the ATA Show. His goal was to
have the new bow to dealers in April
Like Matt McPherson’s design for the original
Genesis, the Genesis Mini has a cam that builds to a
plateau and then keeps that weight level to the end of the
draw cycle. The 31 inch Genesis and
36 inch Genesis Pro are bows that can
be shot by a whole family. The
Genesis mini can’t accomplish that
and still meet the needs of the
youngest archers. “A lot of parents
would like to get their kids shooting
when they’re 4, 5 or 6 years old,” Stay
told ArrowTrade. “That’s fantastic, but
the Genesis was physically too heavy
for them.”
McPherson said the new model
will provide a 15 to 25 inch draw
length and peak weight should adjust
between 8 and 12 pounds. Expect this
new model to be about 2/3 the size of
the original Genesis, and correspond-

ingly lighter in the hand. Brennan Industries will make the
Genesis Mini with red, blue and black powdercoated risers, plus camouflage.
For 2005, the Genesis Pro remains unchanged except
for dropping the silver and black finish. At the low prices
these bows are sold for, Jon Gauthier told us it wasn’t practical to produce the highly polished risers needed to offer
that finish.
Reach Brennan Industries at (608) 269-0832.

Jon Gauthier holds a Genesis Mini prototype (in blue) against the popular
Genesis bow.
Circle 89 on Response Card
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PSE Promotes Vengeance Bow

M

ost of the considerable marketing budget from
PSE this year is squarely behind a long handle,
short parallel limb model that’s distinctively different from what the other major manufactures are producing.
David Kronengold heads a five-person engineering
staff whose “old man” Allen Razor, is just 31. So there’s no
excuse for dating styling coming out of the big plant in
Tucson, Arizona. Kronengold said “The Vengeance is one
of the nicest looking bows we’ve ever had. It has a tremendous amount of style to it. We’ve learned a lot from the
involvement we have in the industry and the sport. The
engineers I have live archery and love it. They go to the
events, they talk to the end user, and that gives us a
tremendous amount of insight into what the company
needs to do to stay competitive.”
The Vengeance riser is deflexed at the arrowpass, then
dramatically reflexed below the grip and above the sight
window. Narrow webbing connects the face and back of
the riser, so from the side this bow looks lighter than it is.
PSE engineers have made good use of the longer sight
window by tapping a second set of sight mounting holes.
The Vengeance NRG Hybrid version weighs 4.2 pounds,
and measures 34 1/2 inches, axle to axle. An
adjustable draw stop lets you choose 65 or 80 percent
effective letoff, while the selection of modules covers
26 to 30 inches in draw length. Between those settings, you can use multiple posts to make smaller
draw length adjustments.
As an NRG single cam bow, the Vengeance is an
inch shorter, 33 1/2 inches, and a tad lighter, at 4.1
pounds. Both bows models have a 7 5/8 inch brace
height and come in 60 and 70 pound peak weights.
The heavier draw weight bows come in Mossy Oak
Break-Up while the 60 pound versions also offer red
or
blue
anodized finishes. Both
URR
OMPANY cam systems
are paired
with string
INSURANCEE PROGRAMS
suppressors
FOR
R THEE ARCHERYY INDUSTRY
and Top Gun
Property
String Chubs
General Liability/Product Liability
are already
installed to
Range Liability
f u r t h e r
Life/Health
d a m p e n
JEFFREY A. DEREGNAUCOURT, A.R.M.
string twang.
1 800 878-2877
L e s s

B
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costly is a second new model, the Shark. It uses a straight,
target style riser tipped with longer limbs that don’t sweep
back as dramatically as they do on the Vengeance. That
limb angle helps develop the long, 40 1/2 inch axle to axle
length. With a 8 1/2 inch brace height, this long bow
should appeal to release shooters who want a highly stable bow for longer range hunting shots, to finger shooters
and to competitive archers. PSE builds this new 3.9 pound
model with the Rimfire single cam that uses modules to fit
draw lengths from 26 to 31 inches, and offers 50, 60 and 70
pound peak weight ranges.
So you can cater to more customers interested in
hybrid cams, PSE is offering more bows set up that way.
The 38 1/2 inch Mach-12 now comes with the NRG
Hybrid, as does the 36 1/2 inch Primos STL and the economical 30 inch Firestorm Lite.
But don’t look for many changes in the PSE Pro Series.
Apart from unveiling a NRG Hybrid version of the
Scorpion, Kronengold said the company was happy to
leave the extensive work it had done on the Pro Series line
last year alone.
PSE’s new Vengeance (left) and Shark are two of the new
bows in the main line available to all retailing channels.
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Escalade Adds 4th Fred Bear Line

E

scalade Sports continues to introduce new bow
series under the Fred Bear brand it acquired
through its purchase of the Gainesville, Florida
bow builder.
In mid January the parent firm announced the introduction of a fourth Fred Bear line, the SQ or
Synchronzed Quad series. The first bow in that series is
the SQ32, featuring the first use of the company’s patented compression molded quad limbs in a parallel limb
design. The short limbs are mounted on a long, 22 1/2
inch machined riser. They come with Sims Limbsavers
mounted between them. And they carry what Escalade
calls its “Quad Cam-and-a-Half-System.”
“Unlike other competitive bows offering a Cam-anda-Half, the SQ32’s matched Cam-and-a-Half shooting
system is totally synchronized, a delicate balancing act
guaranteeing consistency in 310 IBO speed and accuracy without a hint of recoil or vibrations,” claims Escalade
Sports’ release on the new model.
The SQ32 measures 32.5 inches, axle to axle and
weighs 4 pounds. In a significant departure from standard practice, you can order the bow in the standard
Realtree Hardwoods Green HD Camo, or with an optional Mossy Oak finish.

TROCRAZORTM TIP
Trocar tip with razor blades.
Pulverizes heavy bone and
slices like a scalpel!

“At a suggested retail of $599, the Fred Bear SQ32 will
mark a new territory for one of the most beloved and
respected names in American sporting equipment,” said
Scott Alread, product manager for Indiana-based
Escalade Sports. “Starting with this premium line bow,
Escalade will build an exciting new bowhunting equipment platform to be followed by several new products in
the near future.”
If your customers prefer a lighter bow or just like the
identification with the deer hunting group, Escalade
Sports is also building a Buckmasters G2SQ that measures 32.5 inches, axle to axle. Like the SQ32 it has a 7.25
inch brace height, but since the limbs are not laid back a
shorter, mildly reflexed riser is used and the weight
comes in at 3.7 pounds. “We’ve retained the traditional
look of the G2 series and have managed to improve performance and speed by engineering a stealth-like shooting system that incorporates a new riser and a revolutionary Cam-and-a-Half,” said Alread. For both it and
the SQ32, letoff can be adjusted from 65 to 75 percent
using the draw stop and the available peak weight ranges
are 50-60 or 60-70 pounds.
You can see more models at FredBearOutdoors.com
or can request at catalog at (866)-556-2754.

NO O-RINGS OR RUBBER BANDS!
Smoothest opening
blades on the
market.

1250 North 1750 West Provo, UT84604-2955
Tel. 801.377.6199 Fax 877.694.5063
www.grimreaperbroadheads.com
Razortip comes in 85, 100 and 125 grains.
Blades are ground, honed and stropped 440C stainless steel.
Trocrazor blades .015” thick
Mechanical blades .030” thick,
1 3/8” cutting diameter.

BLADES ASSEMBLE IN SECONDS!
Change blades hassle free.
No set screws.

40% Margins - No Minimum Order - Dealer Only (6 years so far and counting)
Circle 175 on Response Card
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Mathews Switchback Wins
Strong Sales Again, By Design

L

ast year the bow to stock heavily for Mathews dealers was the Outback, which used an oversized single
carbide weight in the ball-bearing equipped HP
Cam. The Outback somehow manages to combine a generous 7 5/8 inch brace height with a compact 31 1/2 inch
length and very respectable 308 fps IBO rating.
Matt McPherson told ArrowTrade he typically follows a short bow introduction with a longer model the
following year, which is why the new Switchback is 33
inches, axle to axle. The long riser has a significant reflex
and carries the short, swept back limbs that Mathews
helped popularize. Despite the moderate 7 inch brace
height, the bow is rated at 318 fps, second only to the
BlackMax2, the Mathews speed bow that can generate
330+ to 340+ feet per second, depending on your cam
and letoff choice.
The new Straightline Cobra Cam McPherson
designed for this year’s lead model is based in part on the
round cam he developed in 2002 for the short-lived Icon.
“The Icon cam was perfectly round, and was the same
size exactly as the upper idler. The only problem I had
with that cam design was I couldn’t store a lot of energy.
That kept me from making that bow as fast as I wanted it
to be.” McPherson kept working this past year with variations of that Icon cam design until he had a larger, nearly round cam for the Switchback that could help it store
significantly more energy. The round shape helps give
the cam a softer feel, and it also looks like it’s going to be
easy to draw, an important selling point.
Instead of the single large carbide weight he used to
counter recoil and add speed to the Outback, McPherson
integrated two carbide weights into the Straightline
Cobra Cam. That helped move their center of mass further from the axle than he would have gotten with a single larger weight, allowing for more vibration reduction.
The roller guard that guides the cables has twin
Harmonic Dampers, and larger versions are set in the
riser behind the limb bolts. As with all its other hunting
models, this bow utilizes String Suppressors to cut down
on any twang.
The Switchback is strung with the new Barracuda
string being produced by the Zebra division. “The new
string is a little faster,” McPherson said. “The way we
process it, we’re taking a lot of stretch out of it.” But the
string plays only a small part in the Switchback. Cam
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profiles, limb length and angle, riser length, brace
height, all have to be designed to work in harmony to
produce high efficiency and pleasant shooting characteristics. It’s like building a car for higher fuel efficiency.
You make it lighter, you make it more streamlined, you
give it the best fuel injection system, the best spark
plugs, you tweak everything you can to improve performance. “Any one of them individually may not make a
big difference, but when you add them all up, it ends up
being huge,” McPherson said.
As he was developing Mathews 2005 Switchback
bow, McPherson had
a goal in mind for the
kind of speed he
wanted it to produce.
So he was thrilled
when the new model
tested about 4 fps
faster than expected.
“I’m really happy
with how this new
model turned out. It’s
going over with our
dealers like you can’t
believe.”
Matt McPherson
knows as much
about
marketing
bows as he does
about
designing
them. It’s not by accident that bows like
the MQ 32, the 2003
LX, or the Outback
that was new for
2004 can be such big
hits in the marketplace.
McPherson
doesn’t muddy the
water with half a
dozen or more new
models. And it’s not
Mathews says the
because he doesn’t Switchback has the
have time to design best combination ever
more of them. His of speed and smooth shooting.
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The new target model in the
Mathews line is this Conquest
Apex. It has a long, slightly
deflexed riser and an integral
metal grip. You can order it in any
of 10 finishes.

younger brother, President
Steve McPherson, now runs
the day to day operations,
which frees Matt up to spend
more time with marketing and
designing. No, it’s not lack of
time that gave Mathews dealers “only” two new models and
one improved one this year. It
is that Matt McPherson
instinct for doing what he
believes is right even when (and often when) it’s directly
counter to what his competitors are doing.
Martin and Hoyt and BowTech, for example, each
have several new models this year and the first two firms
offer choices in cam style and limb length that effectively multiply those. “I never advertise any more than one
model for a specific target group. We tell people what to
buy. Buy a Switchback. Anyone who doesn’t want a
Switchback, we trust them to know what Mathews
model to buy. I’ll do an ad for a Mustang (youth bow) but
that’s to a different crowd.”
“Marketing is really one of my strong points, along
with engineering,” McPherson said. “I think I understand how people are going to respond to marketing.
I’ve always had a gut instinct for that. Walt Larsen (of
Richard Scales Advertising) has played a very big part in
our marketing, as has Joel Maxfield.”
The people who head Mathews have hit on a marketing formula that works for them and their dealers.
Certainly dealers have less stock to keep on hand, and
with fewer models introduced fewer have to drop,
meaning there’s less outdated inventory. But McPherson

will argue that consumers also benefit.
“We take away people’s inhibitions to buy
a new bow,” McPherson continued. “This
keeps product confusion from happening. People don’t want to be accosted by a
lot of ‘modelitis.’ They’re told what to buy
in the Mathews line. If I made a good
bow, we’re going to tell them about it. If
they want more information about other
models, all they have to do is open the
catalog and look.”
The Mathews catalog, or just about
any tournament, is where you can get a
look at the new Conquest Apex. It’s even
longer, at 42 1/4 inches, than the 41 inch
Conquest 3 that Mathews has kept in the
line. It was natural to name this new
competition model a Conquest,
McPherson said, because he’s aware of
no other bow model in history that has helped shooters
win as much money.
“We’ve never done a deflex riser bow before,”
McPherson said about the new model where the center
of the riser is forward of the riser ends. “The perception
is that deflex risers are more accurate, so we’ve chosen to
make one. The challenge has always been, ‘How do you
make a fast deflex riser bow.’ I really went through everything, designed a new cam and tweaked the whole system to get a really high performance bow. And the top
shooters are very excited over this.”
While it matches the 310 fps IBO rating of the
Conquest 3, the Conquest Apex gives the shooters an
inch more of brace height. The riser is 2 1/2 inches
longer, and has proportionately more of its mass at the
ends, to act like a stabilizer. “That bow is straight up
made to drill dots,” McPherson said after shooters using
it captured first and second at the year’s first ASA event.
Mathews machines a built-in grip into the long riser,
and outfits the Roller Guard with a trio of harmonic
dampers. There are fully 10 riser color choices. If you
have a customer who wants to hunt with this costly new
model, you can get it for them in Bull’s Eye Black. ( A better option for finger shooters and other hunters who
want the stability of a long axle to axle length might be
the 40 inch Ovation, which comes in the Realtree Xtra
finish and like the Conquest Apex has a generous 8 inch
brace height.)
Unlike the big eccentrics used on the Outback and
Switchback, the Conquest Apex has a small oblong Apex
Cam and very small idler that matches the string to axle
distance at brace height. Apart from providing that even
tiller, “That tiny little idler is very stable,” McPherson
commented. Target shooters like stability, repeatability.
Hunters appreciate the smoother draw and lower friction that the big eccentrics on the Switchback help provide.
“The Apex and Switchback are the two best bows
Mathews has ever built,” McPherson said. “I know I say
that about our new models every year, but this year I’m
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2005 MATHEWS, INC.
saying it with exclamation points!”
The only other design change in
the 2005 line from the Sparta,
Wisconsin bow builder is on the
lower cost FX. It’s been given String
Supressors
and
a
Realtree
Hardwoods HD camo finish. That
bow still offers a choice of the
Original MaxCam or a Fin or Feather
Cam that provides the low letoff
wing shooters and bowfishing
enthusiasts prefer because it’s more
conducive to instinctive aiming and
snap shooting.
Here’s a quick summary of the
other 2005 Mathews models:
Mustang is
a short-draw
bow that covers
19 to 26 inches
and 20 to 50
pounds. It’s the
lightest in the
line
at
3.2
pounds and the
second shortest, at 31 3/4
inches axle to
axle.
M a t h e w ’s
BlackMax2
comes
with
your choice of
Black MaxCam
at 80 or 65 percent letoff, or
the even faster
50
percent
letoff
Turbo
MaxCam. This
speed
bow
measures
36
inches and has
a 5 1/2 inch
brace height.
The LX is a
35 inch bow
that uses its
parallel limb
design to delivBlackMax2
er
a
“silky is still the
smooth” shoot- fastest.
Circle 32 on Response Card

ing experience coupled with an
impressive 317 fps IBO speed.
The Classic uses a short, straight
riser and a classic limb mounting
angle to produce a 36 inch bow that
weighs just 3.6 pounds. Like every
adult bow in the line, you can get it at
40, 50, 60 or 70 pound peak weight
ranges, adjustable down by 10
pounds.
For more information about any
of these models, contact Mathews,
Inc. at (608) 269-2728.

The FX2 now
has String
Suppressors.
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ProLine Develops Trade-In Program
To Encourage More New Bow Sales

B

ob Jordan was frank about the
challenges he and his father,
Chuck, face in building sales
for the ProLine Archery brand. There
are many better known names out
there, many larger ad budgets. But an
innovative trade-in program could
help the original “dealer only” line get
back with a lot more dealers.
Last year a handful of dealers took
advantage of a program where
ProLine paid them to take trade-ins of
ProLine bows. But it was awkward to
have the bows shipped back to
Hastings, Michigan, and some dealers
were calling to ask if they could take
other brands in trade.
“I got to thinking about it,”
Jordan told ArrowTrade this February.
“I don’t care what bow they want to
trade in. I want them to buy a new
ProLine.” So the program was simplified to allow any bow as a trade-in,
and to have the dealer keep the bow
and either resell it, or dispose of it.
The latter might be the case, because
ProLine sets no criteria on the quality
of the trade-in.
ProLine retailers are authorized
to take $100 off the retail price of
machined riser models like the topselling 33 1/2 inch Sniper or the 37
1/2 inch ACE that was new for ‘04.
They can take $50 off the retail price
of the cast riser New Wave II. They fill
out a simple form and ProLine credits
them half that amount on their next
order. If they were making 50% margin on their bows, it’d be an even
trade in dollars. While most dealers
don’t mark up models that much,
they do get a used bow in the bargain.
“There are so many ways they
can handle that trade-in,” Jordan
said. “They can donate it to a club or
charity and use it as a tax write-off.
They can put accessories on it, make

margin on the accessories, and give
the bow away as part of the deal. Used
hunting bows make great bowfishing
bows. And I’ve got one dealer who just
sells a lot of used bows.”
Jordan said the new program
helped make the 2005 ATA Show more
rewarding than the 2003 and 2004
shows put together. It’s a new
approach to an old problem--how to
help a customer upgrade to the current technology. And ProLine is as up
to date as anyone in the technology
end of it. The PLX-Treme single cam
used on adult bows like the Mt. 32 and
35 3/4 inch Stalker is a patented system that combines easy draw length

adjustments with peak performance
at each setting. That’s because when
you change modules, you also follow
the markings on that module that
show you how to change how the
cable anchors in the cam. “When you
make a module change in a typical
single cam bow, you’re going to rotate
the position of the power cam,”
Jordan explained. “Our bowstring
feed out system allows us to adjust the
bowstring in or out in accordance
with draw length, to keep the cam
where it operates most efficiently.”
For information on all the 2005
models, call the Jordans at ProLine
Archery, (269) 945-0344.
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